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‘Efficacy of a non-drinking mental simulation intervention for reducing student alcohol
consumption’
Dominic Conroy, Paul Sparks, and Richard de Visser
Objectives. To assess the impact of a mental simulation intervention designed to reduce
student alcohol consumption by asking participants to imagine potential positive outcomes of
and/or strategic processes involved in not drinking during social occasions. Design. English
university students aged 18-25 years (n = 211, M. Age = 20 years) were randomly allocated to
one of four intervention conditions. The dependent variables were weekly alcohol
consumption, heavy episodic drinking (HED) and frequency of social occasions at which
participants did not drink alcohol when others were drinking alcohol ('episodic nondrinking'). Measures of alcohol-related prototypes (i.e., prototypical non-drinker, prototypical
regular drinker) were used to compute sociability prototype difference scores as a potential
mediator of any intervention effects. All measures were taken at baseline and at two- and
four-week follow-up. Methods. Participants completed one of four exercises involving
either: imagining positive outcomes of non-drinking during a social occasion (outcome
condition); imagining strategies required for non-drinking during a social occasion (process
condition); imagining both positive outcomes and required strategies (combined condition);
or completing a drinks diary task (control condition). Results. Latent growth curve analyses
revealed a more substantial rate of decrease in weekly unit consumption and HED frequency
among outcome condition and process condition participants, relative to control condition
participants. Non-significant differences were found between the combined condition and the
control condition. Across the whole sample, an inverted U-shape trend indicated an initial
increase in episodic non-drinking before it returned to baseline levels. Conclusion. This
study provides preliminary evidence that mental simulation interventions focused on nondrinking can successfully promote behaviour change.
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Excessive alcohol consumption among English university students carries risks of both
personal injury and impaired academic performance (Cherpitel, Bond, Ye, Borges,
MacDonald, & Giesbrecht, 2003; Thombs, Olds, Bondy, Winchell, Baliunas, & Rehm, 2009).
This is in addition to the longer-term health risks and risk of addiction posed from cultivating
habitually high risk patterns of drinking behaviour during early adulthood (de Wit, Adlaf,
Offord, & Ogborne, 2000; Meyerhoff, Bode, Nixon, Bruin, Bode, & Seitz, 2005). It is
therefore important to identify effective strategies for encouraging moderate alcohol use.
Evidence for the effectiveness of brief web-based alcohol interventions to reduce student
alcohol consumption is mixed (Bewick, Trusler, Barkham, Hill, Cahill, & Mulhern, 2008;
White et al., 2010), yet their promise of anonymity and low cost make it important to fully
ascertain their applied potential. Efforts to promote safer drinking behaviour among young
people primarily target awareness of what constitutes low-risk alcohol consumption
(Raistrick, Heather, & Godfrey, 2006). However, the effectiveness of this approach has been
challenged because knowledge of safe drinking guidelines is often incomplete and is not
necessarily related to low risk drinking behaviour (Cooke, French, & Sniehotta, 2010; de
Visser, 2015; de Visser & Birch 2012; Furtwængler & de Visser, 2013; Moss, Dyer, &
Albery, 2009). For example, in a recent study of 386 UK undergraduates, participants
underestimated how many alcohol units equated to harmful drinking behaviour, and only
13% of participants defined binge drinking in terms of alcohol units (Cooke et al., 2010,
Study 2). It has also been demonstrated that increased motivation to heed advice about
harmful drinking, alongside other health risk behaviours, is associated with having a greater
sense of autonomy, overcoming the threats to personal freedom that may be invoked by
health risk information (Pavey & Sparks, 2010). On this evidence, it is suggested that efforts
to encourage moderate drinking among university students and young people may profit from
alternative, more nuanced approaches. One such way in which research might explore
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different ways of encouraging higher levels of health-adherent yet self-directed drinking
behaviour has been highlighted in recent research concerning perceptions of non-drinkers and
experiences of non-drinking behaviour.
Perceptions of non-drinkers and non-drinking behaviour
Several studies have demonstrated that less favourable attitudes towards non-drinkers, or
perceptions of the prototypical non-drinker as relatively unsociable predict greater alcohol
consumption among students (e.g., Regan & Morrison, 2013; Zimmermann & Sieverding,
2011). Recent research suggests that a key challenge for efforts to reduce consumption is to
oppose normative beliefs that are broadly permissive of heavy drinking at University (Conroy
& de Visser, 2014; Herring, Bayley, & Hurcombe, 2014). Although abstinence from alcohol
may be an unrealistic health promotion goal, non-drinking during single social situations
where peers may be drinking alcohol (‘episodic non-drinking’) is arguably an overlooked
target in campaigns to promote moderate drinking. This approach would tie in with prior
theoretical and empirical contributions to the promotion of health-related behaviour change.
For example, empirical evidence has indicated that lower levels of anticipated regret are a
strong independent predictor of excessive intentions to limit alcohol consumption among
students (Cooke, Sniehotta, & Schüz, 2007). It is suggested that promoting episodic nondrinking as a desirable health promotion objective would provide one way in which potential
regret about binge drinking episodes might be constructively evoked to promote lower overall
levels of alcohol consumption. Similarly, a body of evidence supports the view that
bolstering coping appraisals is likely to play a central role in promoting health-adherent
behaviour change (Floyd, Prentice-Dunn, & Rogers, 2000; Milne, Sheeran, & Orbell, 2000).
Arguably, supporting students to develop personally effective coping strategies to not drink
alcohol during social situations holds the possibility of encouraging health-adherent
protective motivation. This is particularly relevant in the context of current UK guidelines
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which recommend two alcohol-free days per week (National Health Service, 2014). By
promoting the advantages and achievability of episodic non-drinking among university
students, more moderate overall alcohol consumption might be assisted, without rebuking
students about their personal drinking levels and without drawing attention to well-known
risks of high levels of alcohol consumption.
Mental simulations
There are various means by which episodic non-drinking might be promoted: mental
simulation interventions provide one such framework. Mental simulations require individuals
to imagine positive outcomes (outcome simulations) and/or strategic requirements (process
simulations) of enacting a target behaviour and are understood to strengthen links between
thought and behaviour (Taylor, Pham, Rivkin, & Armor, 1998). Mental simulation
interventions have been demonstrated as successful in the context of increasing individuals’
intention to donate blood and to increase physical activity levels (Armitage & Reidy, 2008;
Chan & Cameron, 2012). However, mixed evidence of efficacy exists in the alcohol domain.
One UK-based study suggested efficacy particularly among students who drink more heavily
(Hagger, Lonsdale, Chatzisarantis, 2012a), while a cross-national dataset provided no support
for the efficacy of mental simulation interventions to reduce alcohol use (Hagger et al.,
2012b). Given the potential cost-effectiveness of mental simulations as health promotion
tools (Lairson, Newmark, Rakowski, Tiro, & Vernon, 2004; Noar, Benac, & Harris, 2007), it
is important to explore whether imagining benefits and/or imagining strategies of not
drinking during social occasions offers a novel behavioural approach for encouraging safer
drinking among students. Given the discussed predictive relationship between negative
perceptions of non-drinkers and higher levels of alcohol consumption (Regan & Morrison,
2013; Zimmermann & Sieverding, 2011), it would also be useful to assess whether changes
in perceptions of the sociability of prototypical non-drinkers relative to prototypical drinkers
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(hereafter referred to as sociability prototype differences), mediate intervention effects on
behavioural outcomes.
Rationale and hypotheses
The rationale for this study was to explore whether asking individuals to imagine possible
benefits and/or potential obstacles involved in not drinking during situations where other
people were drinking would lead to lower levels of alcohol consumption. Because drinking
behaviour is associated with various health risks, consumption was assessed in two ways.
First, in terms of overall drinking levels for the previous week. Second, in terms of the
number of occasions of heavy episodic drinking (HED), meaning occasions where double the
recommended daily intake maxima (i.e., men = 4 units, women = 3 units, National Health
Service, 2014) had been consumed in the previous week. This is consistent with alcoholrelated behavioural measures widely used in other research (e.g., Hagger et al., 2012a;
Purshouse, Meier, Brennan, Taylor, & Rafia, 2010).
Study hypotheses stemmed from the rationale described above and the background
literature relating to perceptions of non-drinkers included in the introduction. Accordingly,
the following hypotheses were formulated:
(1) Significantly greater rates of decrease in (a) weekly unit consumption and (b) HED will
be found among those completing single outcome or process mental simulation exercises
(vs. control participants).
(2) The greatest rate of decrease in weekly unit consumption and HED would be found
among combined condition participants (i.e., individuals completing both outcome and
process exercises).
(3) Rates of decrease in sociability prototype differences (i.e., smaller discrepancies in
regular drinker-non-drinker prototypes) would (a) mediate rates of decrease in weekly
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unit consumption or (b) mediate rates of decrease in HED among participants in any
mental simulation condition.
Method
Design
An experimental design was adopted using online data collection. Participants were randomly
allocated to receive either an outcome, process, or combined (outcome + process) mental
simulation exercise or were assigned to the control condition. Participants were randomly
assigned to conditions using a scripting procedure. Randomisation did not follow any pre-set
restriction (e.g., particular block sequence or block size): at the point of participation, each
individual had a one in four chance of being allocated to any condition at random. The
prospective study involved collection of data at three time-points including baseline, two- and
four week follow-up times (also referred to as T1, T2 and T3), permitting an advanced
structural equation modelling approach for understanding longitudinal effects. A complete
case analysis approach was taken: survey responses were only included if participants had
provided data at all time-points (i.e., T1−T3). All behavioural measures were participant selfreports.
Sample and procedure
Ethical approval was granted by the host institution. A convenience sampling approach was
adopted. Administrators at 80 academic departments across 45 English universities were
requested to forward a pre-prepared recruitment message to their students containing a URL
to an online survey hosted on a secure server. Of those contacted, 23 departments (29% of
those emailed) stated that they were willing to forward the survey to their students. The
survey was sent out mid-way through the academic term. This decision was made so as to
avoid data collection during ‘fresher’s week’ and pre-holiday time periods when atypically
heavy drinking patterns might be expected, consistent with evidence of considerable seasonal
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variation in British alcohol consumption, including irregularly high consumption during
festive periods (Uitenbroek, 1996). Individuals who identified as English, were aged 18-25
and were currently studying at University were eligible to participate. As an incentive to
participate, individuals were automatically entered into a draw to win one of four £25 prizes.
Once students had completed the baseline survey, follow-up data were collected via two
additional online surveys sent as a URL link embedded in an email message. Restricting
participation to students with an English national identity was important given the distinct
socio-cultural context in which drinking practices, beliefs and norms are embedded, also
reflected in alcohol production, distribution and policy (Furtwängler & de Visser, 2013;
Gefou-Madianou, 2002). Overall 1,250 eligible individuals began the survey. In total, 27.8%
(n = 212) of the eligible sample completed surveys at both T2 and T3; a completion rate that
was comparable across outcome (30.2%), process (27.0%), combined (25.6%) and control
(28.5%) conditions. The flow of participants through the intervention is indicated in Figure 1.
<INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE>
Individuals who did not access all survey web pages at all three time-points (n = 564, 70%
eligible sample), who did not complete the mental simulation exercise (n = 27, 3.4% eligible
sample), and an outlier who self-reported T1 weekly unit consumption almost 50% more than
the next highest value (n = 1, 0.1% eligible sample), were excluded from the study.
Following removal of the outlier, the final sample consisted of 211 18-25 year old university
students who provided data at three time points: 54 men (M age = 20.53, SD = 1.99) and 157
women (M age = 19.78, SD = 1.74). Notably, male participants were significantly older than
female participants (t = 2.62, p = .01). Missing data were found among very few participants
at T1 (9 cases), T2 (12 cases) and T3 (7 cases), accounted for an acceptably small proportion
of overall missing data for each case (T1 = ≤ 1.9%; T2 = ≤ 4.1%; T3 = ≤ 2.7%), and was
estimated using the expectation-maximisation algorithm (Schafer & Graham, 2002). Post-hoc
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power calculations were conducted using the G*Power software package (Faul, Erdfelder,
Lang, & Buchner, 2007). These analyses revealed, at a p = .05 error level for a one-sided test,
power of 0.90 to detect medium-small effect sizes (0.08) for each outcome variable.
Manipulations
All mental simulation tasks were preceded by a brief vignette describing a non-drinking
individual with the uni-sex name Alex. Varied lines of evidence suggest that gender-specific
stereotypes hold links with a wide range of health-related behaviours including alcohol
consumption (Courtenay, 2000; de Visser & McDonnell, 2012; Lyons, 2009). For example,
drinking alcohol has been demonstrated to provide an important resource for both reinforcing
and resisting gendered identities (de Visser & Smith, 2007). For this reason, it was important
from the outset to try to limit evocation of sex-specific stereotypes associated with nondrinking behaviour which might have skewed subsequent engagement with the mental
simulation exercise in line with sex-specific behavioural expectations, and away from a more
personal response.
Outcome simulation tasks were preceded by a vignette displaying possible positive outcomes
of periodic non-drinking during social occasions (e.g., saving money; increased willpower).
Participants were then asked to “think about the possible short-/long-term positive benefits
associated with increasing the number of occasions where you do not drink” and were asked
to list these benefits in a free-text survey box. Following this, participants were asked to
imagine having successfully managed not to drink during one or more social occasions each
week as part of their life routine. Finally, participants were asked to list these benefits in a
second free-text survey box.
Process simulation tasks were preceded by a vignette displaying possible strategies involved
during non-drinking occasions (e.g., being direct but polite when declining offers of alcoholic
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drinks; choosing to be around friends who are likely to be supportive of non-drinking).
Participants were then asked to “think about the kinds of strategies that you might
use during social occasions where you do not drink” and were asked to list these benefits in a
free-text survey box. Following this, participants were asked to imagine having successfully
managed not to drink during one or more social occasions each week as part of their life
routine. Finally, participants were asked to list these strategies in a second free-text survey
box.
Participants in the combined condition were asked to complete both mental simulation
and written exercise tasks just described in the order outcome, process. This sequence was
chosen as a practical step to overcome potential confusion conveyed by encouraging
reflection on the behavioural steps involved in achieving a behavioural outcome prior to
reflection with regards the outcome itself.
At one- and three-week post baseline measures, participants in all three mental
simulation conditions received an individually-tailored email message containing their selfgenerated positive outcomes and/or required strategies for non-drinking during social
situations and were asked to continue practicing this mental simulation.
Participants in the control condition completed a “drinks diary” in which they
recorded daily consumed alcohol units over the four week study duration.
Measures
Self-reported drinking behaviour
With the exception of demographic details, measures were recorded at all three time-points
(baseline, two/four week follow-up). At each time-point, daily alcohol consumption in UK
units (10mL/8g pure ethyl alcohol) was self-reported for the previous week with the aid of a
visual guide. Using baseline data, for each participant, the number of implied HED occasions
(i.e., > 6 alcohol units = female; > 8 alcohol units = male) was calculated. A measure of
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episodes in which participants had socialised without drinking alcohol was obtained via
responses to a grid containing days (i.e., Sunday-Monday) and associated drinking behaviour
in social contexts (i.e., Did not socialise; I drank, others did NOT; I did NOT drink, others
did; We ALL drank; NO-ONE drank).
Alcohol prototypes
Perceptions of the sociability of both prototypical regular drinkers and prototypical nondrinkers were assessed using 6 adjective pairs (popular-unpopular; easy-uptight; openreserved; willing to take risks-unwilling to take risks; sociable-unsociable; able to enjoyunable to enjoy) based on previous research (Zimmermann & Sieverding, 2011). All
responses were given on a 5-point Likert-type scale. A stem statement (“For each pair of
words, indicate which best describes your image of the person your age who [regularly drinks
alcohol/does not drink alcohol]”) was followed by semantic differential adjective pairs (e.g.,
1 = extremely sociable; 5 = extremely unsociable). Sociability prototype difference scores
were computed by subtracting non-drinker prototype scores from drinker prototype scores.
Scores above zero indicated more sociable ratings of prototypical non-drinkers and scores
below zero indicated more sociable ratings of prototypical regular drinkers.
The data analytic approach
To assess whether there were effects of the intervention, a latent growth curve (LGC)
approach was taken, based on similar analytic approaches reported in the broader health
intervention literature (e.g., Schumann et al., 2008). LGCs provide a specific application of
structural equation modelling to investigate longitudinal changes over time using data
collected at multiple time points. LGCs offer statistical and conceptual advantages over
conventional methods for exploring longitudinal effects, including their scope for modeling
time-specific measurement error and to demonstrate both average baseline levels
(‘intercepts’) and average rates of change (‘slopes’) within a sample (Willett & Sayer, 1994).
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This technique provides a dynamic means of assessing patterns of change by establishing two
characteristics of a dataset. First, an ‘unconditional growth model’ can be specified to assess
whether inter-individual variability in an outcome variable over time is present. Second,
‘time-invariant’ factors including demographic variables (e.g., age, sex) or experimental
manipulations can be assessed as potential predictors of change over time (Singer & Willett,
2003). As a structural equation model, a specified LGC can be assessed in terms of how
adequately it models the obtained dataset using conventional goodness-of fit indicators. Five
indicators are reported in the current study: model χ2; the comparative fit index (CFI,
desirable values ≥ 0.95); the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA, desirable
values ≤ 0.05) and the standardised root mean square residual (SRMR, desirable values ≤
0.05) following conventional recommendations (Hu & Bentler, 1999). LGC models were
evaluated using AMOS version 21.0 and estimated for the three linear outcome variables
(weekly unit intake; HED frequency; sociability prototype differences) using measures taken
at three time point including baseline (T1), two week follow-up (T2) and four week followup (T3).
Results
Preliminary analyses
Differences between those included in the analysis, those lost to follow-up and those who
provided incomplete responses were assessed via a series of ANOVAs with Games-Howell
post hoc tests using a Bonferroni correction. Participant age, participant sex, sociability
prototype differences, weekly drinking, HED and episodic non-drinking were assessed as
dependent variables. The sample included for the final analysis was significantly younger (M
= 20.0 years, SD = 1.84) than those who provided incomplete responses (M = 21.4 years, SD
= 3.97), t = 6.62, p = <0.001, d = 0.45. Baseline self-reports indicated that 23.6% of the final
sample had exceeded weekly unit intake recommendations and that 55.7% had engaged in
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HED once or more in the preceding week. This compared with national averages among 1624 year olds (Office for National Statistics, 2013) and suggested that a sub-sample among
whom health-adherent behaviour change might be successfully promoted had been secured.
Baseline outcome variable data by intervention group is included in Table 1.
<INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE>
Randomization check
Although differing participant numbers were allocated to each condition, between-condition
analyses revealed non-significant differences in age, or in baseline behavioural and
psychological measures, Fs = ≤ 2.25, p = ≥ .08, and non-significant sex differences across
conditions, χ2(3) = 0.63, p = .89. On this basis, participants were understood to have been
successfully randomized.
Manipulation check
Responses to mental simulation exercises were content analysed by the first author to assess
whether not drinking during social occasions was considered to hold benefits or/and to
require strategic management (an inherent assumption of the exercises). Responses were
dichotomously coded according to whether participants had identified potential
benefits/strategies of episodic non-drinking (example of ‘yes’ code = “I would save money,
avoid dangerous situations and have more meaningful conversations with peers…”). The vast
majority (97%) generated responses consistent with the target behavioural premise. Line
graphs supported linear change modelling over time for all outcome variables, except
episodic non-drinking which displayed a quadratic trend (see Figures 2-5).
<INSERT FIGURES 2-5 ABOUT HERE>
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Effects of the intervention
Unconditional growth models
As an initial step, inter-individual differences in change were modelled via a series of
unconditional growth models in which baseline and rate of change in each variable were
assessed. Significant variability terms in an unconditional growth model would provide a
basis for assessing the possible influence of time invariant variables. By incorporating a
covariance term between T2 indicator residuals for weekly unit consumption and HED, a
well-fitting growth model was specified, χ2(17) = 29.35, p = .03, CFI = 0.99, RMSEA = 0.06,
SRMR = 0.05. Significant variances of both intercepts and slopes for weekly unit intake (Z =
≥ 7.17, p = <.001); HED frequency (Z = ≥ 6.19, p = < .001) and sociability prototype
differences (Z = ≥ 2.49, p = ≤ .05) provided a statistical rationale for evaluating interindividual change in key dependent variables over time.
Time invariant analyses
To gauge time invariant intervention effects on growth trajectories, three dummy variables
were created coding intervention conditions (i.e., outcome, process, or combined) in relation
to the control condition. Predictive paths were hypothesised between dummy variables and
all intercepts/slopes. Covariance terms were added between all intercept/slope residual terms.
Participant age was treated as a covariate based on preliminary correlational analyses. Nonsignificant hypothesised paths or covariance terms were removed. Excellent support was
provided for the data fit of the final model both alone, χ2(43) = 61.12, p = .04, CFI = 0.99,
RMSEA = 0.05, SRMR = 0.05, and relative to the measurement model, ∆χ2(26)=31.77, p =
.20 (final model shown in Figure 6). Significant intervention effects on drinking behaviour
were demonstrated. Relative to control condition participants, outcome condition participants
indicated significant reductions in weekly unit consumption over time (Z = -2.52, p =.01),
and process condition participants showed significant reductions in HED frequency over time
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(Z = -2.17, p = .03). Being in the combined condition rather than the control condition had no
influence over rate of change in weekly unit intake or HED frequency (Zs = ≤ -1.01, p = ≥
.41). At T3 follow-up, lower weekly unit intake and episodes of HED were found among
outcome (M. level = 13.89 units/week, SD = 11.98; M = 0.73 episodes/week, SD = 0.77),
process (M. level = 12.39 units/week, SD = 9.45; M = 0.61 episodes/week, SD = 0.69), and
combined condition participants (M. level = 10.47 units/week, SD = 9.94; M = 0.56
episodes/week, SD = 0.76) relative to control condition participants (M. level = 15.15
units/week, SD = 12.24; M = 0.84 episodes/week, SD = 0.97). Changes in sociability
prototype differences were found in all conditions: at T3 participants in all conditions rated
the prototypical non-drinker as more sociable relative to the prototypical regular drinker than
they had done at T1 (see Figure 4). However, analyses did not indicate that rates of change in
sociability prototype differences for participants in any of the mental simulation conditions
were significantly greater than for participants in the control condition (Zs= ≤ 1.49, p = ≥
.14).
The results of the analysis suggest that the single exercise outcome and process
mental simulations were somewhat effective in reducing high levels of weekly unit
consumption and HED (respectively) at four week follow-up. The results therefore provided
good support for hypotheses 1(a) and 1(b). However, with regards hypothesis 2, that greatest
decreases in weekly drinking and HED would be found among combined condition
participants, no support was found.

Mediator effects
Six indirect pathways were specified to assess possible mediation of intervention effects via
sociability prototype differences, specified as a mediator between each dummy variable and
the slope of each outcome variable (i.e., weekly unit intake; HED). No significant indirect
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pathways were found, (ps = ≥ .33). Therefore, there was no evidence in support of
hypotheses 3(a) or 3(b).

Complete case analysis vs. Intention to treat analysis
Analyses to this point have included only participants who provided data at all three timepoints: in this way effects of the intervention have been assessed using a ‘complete case
analysis’ approach involving participants who had provided responses at all three time-points.
To assess for potential bias involved in a complete case approach, analyses were re-run in an
intention to treat analysis, meaning that all randomized participants, including those who had
provided no follow-up data, follow-up data at only a single time-point, or who had provided
responses inconsistent with the mental simulation premise, were also included. Intention to
treat analyses can be conducted via different methods and for convenience, the last
observation carried forward approach (LOCF) was adopted. Using LOCF, the last previous
available value for a given case is imputed to represent the missing data value (Shao &
Zhong, 2003). While LOCF has attracted criticism for its potential to introduce biases to
statistical analyses (Shih, 2002; Streiner, 2008), it is also noted that the magnitude of this bias
remains unknown (Koog et al., 2013). Given that wide variation in study completion across
conditions had not been found, LOCF provided a straight-forward means of assessing effects
of the intervention in a more representative cross-section of the eligible sample. All
participants who included baseline measures of alcohol consumption variables (N = 785)
were eligible for inclusion in LOCF analyses on weekly unit intake and HED dependent
variables. ANCOVAs were conducted using LOCF data as dependent variables. Age and
dependent variable baseline measures were included as covariates. Simple contrasts were
used with the control condition specified as a reference category. A significant simple
contrast for weekly unit intake was found, M. Diff = -1.76, SE = 0.80, p = .03, d = 0.08.
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Participants in the outcome condition reported significantly lower levels of weekly unit intake
(M = 15.75, SD = 17.27) compared with control condition participants (M = 17.15, SD =
16.37). No other significant between-group contrasts were found on either dependent
variable, ps ≥ .21. These additional analyses using the intention to treat sample provided
some additional support for hypothesis 1(a).
Episodic non-drinking – sub-analyses
Associations between episodic non-drinking and weekly unit intake were explored. Across
conditions, relative to baseline levels of episodic non-drinking (M = 0.76, SD = 1.00),
participants reported increased frequency of episodic non-drinking at T2 (M = 1.61, SD =
0.92), followed by a decreased frequency of episodic non-drinking at T3 (M = 0.70, SD =
1.26). Time-point difference scores were computed for episodic non-drinking frequency and
weekly consumption and HED frequency to explore potential associations between timepoint decreases in drinking behaviour and increases in episodic non-drinking. Pearson’s
correlations with an applied Bonferroni correction demonstrated a single significant
association between episodic non-drinking frequency differences (T1 minus T2) and weekly
unit intake differences (T1 minus T2): among outcome condition participants, lower levels of
T2 weekly unit intake, were positively associated with increased frequency of episodic nondrinking at T2 (r = -0.37, p = < .001). The possibility that increases in episodic non-drinking
would correspond with (compensatory) increases in HED was rejected, r = ≤ 0.07, p = ≥ .32.
Evidence suggested that increased episodic non-drinking reflected decreases in weekly unit
intake among some participants.
Discussion
Results from this study demonstrate that, relative to the control condition, completing an
outcome or process simulation exercise was predictive of decreased weekly unit consumption
and a lower frequency of HED at four week follow-up, in support of hypotheses 1(a) and
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1(b). Analyses based on the intention to treat sample provided further support for hypothesis
1(a) alone. Results from neither the LGC nor intention to treat analyses offered support for
hypothesis 2: completing both mental simulation exercises did not lead to steeper rates of
change in drinking behaviour than completing either outcome or process simulations on their
own and were, in fact, no better than the drinks diary control condition. Across conditions,
diminished sociability prototype differences were demonstrated. However, contrary to
hypotheses 3(a) and 3(b), ratings of prototypical non-drinkers as comparatively more sociable
did not mediate intervention effects related to the reduction of weekly unit intake or HED for
any condition.
Findings in support of hypotheses 1(a) and 1(b) that predicted greater rates of decrease in
weekly drinking and HED among those completing single mental simulation exercises
compared with those completing control condition exercises help corroborate. These results
support the recent success of outcome mental simulations for reducing alcohol consumption
reported in one study (Hagger et al., 2012a). The current study also provides two novel
contributions to the alcohol-related mental simulation literature. First, a full factorial design
was tested for the first time, to the authors’ knowledge, in the alcohol domain. Second,
distinct alcohol reducing effects of the outcome and process mental simulation exercises were
demonstrated. Completing an outcome simulation exercise predicted significantly steeper
decreases in weekly unit consumption relative to the control condition. This mirrors
established predictive links between holding positive alcohol expectancies and increased
likelihood of higher levels of alcohol consumption among young adults (Connor, George,
Gullo, Kelly, & Young, 2011; Ham & Hope, 2003). Intuitively this makes sense: either
challenging positive expectancies relating to alcohol use or challenging negative/ambivalent
anticipations relating to episodic non-drinking might each be expected to encourage safer
drinking behaviours. Theoretically, effects of the intervention might be attributed to
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successfully challenging threat perceptions (in this case related to non-drinking during social
situations) which might otherwise inhibit motivations to modify personal drinking behaviour
(Prentice-Dunn & Rogers, 1986). The finding that the process simulation exercise produced
steeper decreases in HED frequency relative to control, matches findings from the broader
social resistance skills literature: for example, increasing drink refusal self-efficacy can
diminish the amount of alcohol consumed during a single occasion (Botvin, 2000; Scheier,
Botvin, Diaz, & Griffin, 1999). These dual effects support the possibility that different nondrinking mental simulations may affect different aspects of drinking behaviour. Both
simulations are supported as effective ways of teaching adherence to safe consumption
thresholds. The current study provides tentative evidence in favour of both single mental
simulation exercises as a novel route toward promoting lower levels of alcohol consumption
among campus-based university students. It is suggested that both outcome and process
approaches have their merits. Encouraging individuals to consider possible advantages in not
drinking during some social occasions seems likely to offer one way in which more moderate
drinking might be more successfully promoted among university students. However,
imagining how non-drinking might be most successfully achieved within social situations
seems likely to be integral to developing the necessary drink refusal self-efficacy skills
required to be socially present as a non-drinker, a behaviour that has been suggested to carry
unique and significant social challenges (Conroy & de Visser, 2014).
The failure of the combined condition suggests that merging the simulation tasks may not
improve the success of mental simulation interventions. This finding could be explained in
several ways. Recent evidence indicates that individuals randomization to conditions in
which individuals receive a combination battery of exercises may be generally ineffective
(Hagger et al., 2012a, 2012b) or, worse still, may result in lower health-adherent behavioural
intentions at follow-up than reported at baseline (Jessop, Sparks, Buckland, Harris, &
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Churchill, 2014). This failure of the combined condition might be most simply explained in
terms of the potential deleterious impact of online survey task length on study engagement, as
recently demonstrated in one study (McCambridge et al., 2011). On this evidence, the
combined condition in the current study may have been ineffective given that it required the
completion of two reasonably time-consuming tasks containing rather similar and repetitious
content, leading to a somewhat more negative impression of the exercise, lower levels of
engagement, and disinterest in heeding the intended health-promoting effects of the mental
simulation exercise. It is acknowledged here that Hagger et al. (2012a) did report an
interaction effect in their combined mental simulation + implementation intention condition
among the heaviest drinkers in the sample, suggesting that drinking history might be an
important moderator to examine in mental simulation research involving combined
conditions (an option not possible in the current sample due to low levels of statistical
power). It may be advisable for future studies to employ an alternative, relevant behaviour
change technique (e.g., prompting barrier identification, or providing instruction: see, for
example, Abraham & Michie, 2008) alongside a single mental simulation exercise to
maximise health-adherent behaviour change. However it should also be instructive to
explore, as per Hagger et al. (2012a; 2012b), whether inclusion of exercises based on both
motivational and volitional arms of Heckhausen and Gollwitzer’s (1987) ‘action-phase’
model would lead to more a more effective combined condition in a revised version of the
current study.
Interestingly, all participants engaged in more, then less, episodic non-drinking, though
clear links between changes in episodic non-drinking and decreased weekly consumption
rates or HED over time could not be established. This may reflect widely reported difficulties
in maintaining initially successful behaviour change intervention effects (Schwarzer, 2008).
Given the uniformity of response at each time-point for episodic drinking, the operational
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form of the measure would also benefit from further investigation. As a novel way of
understanding mechanisms underlying the effects of future non-drinking mental simulations,
episodic non-drinking warrants further operational assessment and empirical exploration as a
behavioural measure.
Study limitations should be noted. First, the low response rate might be partly explained
by time demands placed on participants in each condition but also the multiple time-points at
which data was collected. Our online data collection method suffers from what has been
discussed as a recruitment trade-off of the format: large samples may be more readily
accessed but at the cost of an increased likelihood of high drop-out rates (Riper, Kramer,
Smit, Conijn, Schippers, & Cuijpers, 2008). Importantly, follow-up responses were provided
from students among whom lower levels of alcohol consumption could be usefully promoted
in the majority, indicating that a small but relevant sample had been successfully targeted.
Second, convenience sampling produced findings that may not be representative of the
broader university student body, though it is noted that this approach is typical of web-based
intervention studies (Bewick et al., 2008). Third, it is possible that order effects may have
been introduced following the decision not to counter-balance the sequence of exercises
among participants in the combined condition. The pattern of findings may have been
somewhat different if the ‘outcome then process’ ordering had been reversed. Fourth, the
efficacy of the intervention could be attributable to factors including exposure to the premanipulation vignette or the individually-tailored reminder messages. Distinguishing
between the relative contributions of these components is required. Fifth, inclusion of a nointervention control group, rather than a drinks diary exercise control group, might have
permitted a less conservative comparison for assessing effects of the mental simulation
exercises alone or in combination. Sixth, a follow-up period of longer than four weeks would
have been preferable to assess longer-term effects of the intervention. However, it was
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anticipated that a longer follow-up period would have had a potentially negative impact on
response rates. Given the study’s already reasonably high attrition level, this appears to have
been a prudent decision.
In conclusion, the data presented here indicate that a theoretically supported mental
simulation using an ‘episodic non-drinking’ behavioural framing was successful in reducing
alcohol consumption and HED among students at multiple institutions over a four week
period. Further empirical validation of mental simulation interventions containing a nondrinking behavioural frame is now required to clarify the precise mechanisms of action and
the extent to which behaviour change is maintained over time.
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Figure 1. Participant recruitment flow diagram
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Figure 2. Trends in weekly unit consumption by condition

Figure 3. Trends in heavy episodic drinking by condition
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Figure 4. Trends in sociability prototype differences by condition

Figure 5. Trends in episodic non-drinking by condition
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Figure 6. Mental simulation intervention effects on weekly drinking, heavy episodic
drinking frequency and sociability prototype differences. Note: For latent variable items:

Drinking = weekly drinking, HED = Heavy episodic drinking and Prototype = Sociability prototype
differences. For indicator items: 1 = baseline, 2 = 2-week follow-up and 3 = 4-week follow-up. Three
figures are included for visual clarity only; in reality, intervention dummy variables were included
simultaneously as time invariant variables in the model. Statistically significant lines (p = < .05)
shown in bold. Covariates (i.e., experimental dummy variables, age), residuals and parameter data
omitted to enhance clarity. Standardized coefficients shown.
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Table 1. Mean scores for dependent variable measures by study condition at T1, T2 and T3

Intervention condition

Outcome
Dependent variables

Process

Combined

Control

T1

T2

T3

T1

T2

T3

T1

T2

T3

T1

T2

T3

19.87

16.08

13.89

16.80

12.46

12.39

13.11

11.51

10.47

15.44

17.30

15.15

consumption (UK units)

(18.46)

(16.14)

(11.98)

(11.81)

(8.74)

(9.45)

(10.26)

(7.51)

(9.94)

(11.90)

(15.07)

(12.24)

Heavy episodic drinking

1.05

0.81

0.73

1.05

0.66

0.61

0.69

0.73

0.56

0.82

0.95

0.84

frequency

(1.22)

(0.97)

(0.77)

(1.01)

(0.78)

(0.69)

(0.92)

(0.72)

(0.76)

(0.92)

(1.04)

(0.97)

Sociability prototype

-1.10

-0.98

-0.83

-1.20

-1.05

-0.81

-1.35

-1.14

-0.74

-1.19

-1.12

-0.85

differences

(0.74)

(0.69)

(0.69)

(0.78)

(0.86)

(0.90)

(0.89)

(0.69)

(0.86)

(0.73)

(0.68)

(0.83)

0.65

1.61

0.71

0.98

1.64

0.61

0.80

1.69

0.60

0.69

1.54

0.82

(0.83)

(0.78)

(1.26)

(1.13)

(0.81)

(0.95)

(1.04)

(1.08)

(1.01)

(1.03)

(1.01)

(1.60)

Weekly alcohol

Episodic non-drinking

Note. SD in parentheses.

